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European Consumer Centre ireland

Profile
European consumers should feel as confident when buying in another EU country as they do at
home. ECC Ireland is committed to empowering consumers and helping them take full advantage
of the internal market by providing, free of charge, information, advice and assistance in the
resolution of cross-border consumer complaints within the EU/EEA. ECC Ireland endeavours
to ensure a high quality standardised service.
Where appropriate, disputes may be referred to an Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) entity,
a National Enforcement Body (NEB) or, if no amicable solution is reached, the courts (e.g.
European Small Claims Procedure).
ECC Ireland also engages in promotional activities addressed to consumers, businesses, and
ADR providers. It works closely with policymakers and enforcement authorities, and cooperates
with other EU-wide networks, such as the Enterprise Europe Network (EEN), the Consumer
Protection Cooperation (CPC) network, Europe Direct, FIN-Net, Solvit or the European Judicial
Network (EJN).
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Foreword
Ann Neville

2013 was an important year for consumers.
It saw the adoption by the European Parliament of a Directive on Alternative
Dispute Resolution (ADR) and a Regulation for Online Dispute Resolution (ODR).1
ADR and ODR offer consumers the opportunity to resolve their disputes with traders outside
the courts system, in a fast, simple and low-cost manner. Currently access to ADR in Europe
is uneven, with some countries having comprehensive ADR, while in other countries coverage
is patchy at best.
The Directive will provide for full ADR coverage throughout the European Union and impose
obligations on ADR bodies to operate in an effective, fair, independent and transparent way.
The ODR Regulation will allow European consumers and traders to submit disputes relating
to online purchases to ADR online via an ODR platform which will link the national ADR entities.
The purpose of this legislation is to make it easier for consumers to gain redress when things
go wrong. The pages that follow show the main problems that consumers encountered when
shopping in Europe in 2013. With consumer losses when shopping cross-border estimated
to fall between €500 million and €1 billion,2 an effective and transparent ADR system would
have an important contribution to make to a well-functioning Internal Market.

Ann Neville
Director
August 2014

Directive 2013/11/EU on alternative dispute resolution for consumer disputes and amending Regulation (EC) No
2006/2004 and Directive 2009/22/EC; Regulation (EU) No 524/2013 on online dispute resolution for consumer
disputes and amending Regulation (EC) No 2006/2004 and Directive 2009/22/EC.
2
Commission Staff Working Paper, Executive Summary of the Impact Assessment accompanying the document, Proposal
for a Directive of the European Parliament and of the Council on Alternative Dispute Resolution for consumer disputes
(Directive on consumer ADR) and Proposal for a Regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council on Online
Dispute Resolution for consumer disputes (Regulation on consumer ODR) {COM(2011) 793 final} {SEC(2011) 1408 final}.
1
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Executive Summary

In 2013 ECC Ireland dealt with 3,279 contacts from consumers, a decrease of 1.4%
on 2012 figures, which is roughly in line with the decrease observed in Ireland’s
personal consumption expenditure during the same period.
This decrease is small when compared with the drop in the number of small claims applications,
with the Courts Service reporting a 37% decline in 2013 from the previous year’s figures, and
the National Consumer Agency pointing to a decrease of 4.2% in the number of consumers
contacting their phone line. Once again the figures point to challenging economic conditions
for consumers.
In terms of ECC Ireland it is interesting to note that against a backdrop of a small decline in the
overall number of contacts, the number of cases requiring the direct intervention of ECC Ireland
increased by just under 2%, amounting to 31.5% of the complaints received. The picture of
a growing complexity of consumer complaints is one which appears to be a consistent feature
of the work of ECC Ireland, with figures showing a 34% increase in these more complex cases
since 2007, compared with an overall number of contacts which has not varied by more than
10% during this period.
When the complaints which required the further assistance of the European Consumer Centres
Network (ECC-Net) are examined, the top five areas of complaint received by ECC Ireland in 2013
are air passenger rights, car rental, entertainment services (satellite television services, online
games, dating and gambling), electronics and clothing. It is interesting to note the increased
profile of complaints relating to entertainment services which have risen from number four in
2012 to number three in 2013, and the appearance of clothing and footwear in the top five
most complained about sectors for the first time, reflecting the increasing popularity of online
purchases in this area.
The overall level of refunds obtained for consumers in Ireland and elsewhere arising from our
work amounted to €80,998.40, a 28% decrease on the sum obtained in 2012, despite the
small increase in the number of cases handled. It is clear that consumers are conscious of
any detriment incurred and are more likely to pursue low value claims.
During 2013 ECC Ireland continued its work on the promotion of Alternative Dispute Resolution
(ADR) in Ireland. As Ireland held the Presidency of the European Council in the first half of the
year, ECC Ireland hosted Cooperation Day, the annual meeting of ECC-Net, which was held in
Dublin Castle in May. The focus of the meeting was ADR, with presentations on the subject by
Richard Bruton TD, Minister for Jobs, Enterprise and Innovation and Tonio Borg, Commissioner
for Health and Consumers. At a European level, ECC Ireland represented both Ireland and
ECC-Net on the expert group for the development of the Online Dispute Resolution platform.
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2013 was also a busy year for media and outreach activities with 158 media contacts for 2013,
representing an increase of 11.5% on figures for the previous year and exceeding our annual
target by 44%. Marian Harkin MEP launched our Annual Report in Tubbercurry Europe Direct,
with the assistance of the European Commission Representation in Ireland. In November ECC
Ireland ran a joint event with the Consumer Council for Northern Ireland on cross-border shoppers’
rights which was held in Letterkenny Europe Direct, and opened by Pat the Cope Gallagher MEP.
ECC Ireland relaunched its website, www.eccireland.ie, in late 2013, with updated information
on key topics of consumer interest. We continued to be active in social media with a strong
presence on Twitter which we use to publicise stories of consumer interest. 2013 was the first
year during which ECC Ireland had an enlarged contractual remit which included outreach
and education of traders and as part of this new responsibility, ECC Ireland produced a leaflet
for traders on how to sell online which was launched with Dublin Chamber of Commerce.
ECC Ireland enjoyed an active profile in ECC-Net during the year hosting ECC-Net Cooperation
Day in Dublin. We also made a contribution to the development of consumer policy by undertaking research in areas which have been identified as sources of consumer detriment, leading
a joint project on the Services Directive, which focussed on instances of discrimination by traders
based on the nationality or place of residence of the consumer. We provided legal opinion and
feedback on a range of consultations at both national and European levels.
On an internal level, Ms Lynnsey Delaney, Assistant Legal Adviser, left us in September to undertake her apprenticeship at the Bar. She would re-join us in 2014 as Legal and Policy Consultant.
She was replaced by Ms Caroline Curneen who had previously held the dual role of PR and
Marketing Manager and Dispute Resolution Adviser. A new Press and Communications Officer
was appointed and joined us in December from her previous post at the European Court of
Justice. While new to the role, Ms Grace Duffy was not new to ECC Ireland, having previously
worked with us an intern. ECC Ireland would like to congratulate all the above staff members
on their new positions and thank them, along with their colleagues, for their commitment, drive
and initiative during what was a busy and demanding year.

I was amazed at the speed with which my complaint was dealt.
Totally happy with the service.
Feedback from an Irish consumer assisted by ECC Ireland during 2013.
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2013 In Numbers
Assistance to Consumers
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101%

1,648

11.5%

increase in twitter
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subcribers to
E-bulletin

increase in
media contacts

Assistance to Consumers
Juan Bueso Legal Adviser

Figure 1:

Overview of Complaints Received

Total contacts dealt with by ECC Ireland in 2013

In 2013 ECC Ireland dealt with 3,279
consumers, (fig. 1), which represents a slight
decrease of 1.4% in respect of the 3,326
contacts registered in 2012.

Requests for Information:

1,148

Complaints:

2,131

Total:

3,279

1,148 queries were classified as ‘requests for
information’ (e.g. guidance on consumer law, referrals
to relevant organisations, issuing of leaflets). This
figure, which is 4.4% higher than that registered in
2012 (1,100) represents 35% of the total number
of contacts.
1,713 Irish consumers contacted ECC Ireland in
relation to a complaint against a trader based in
another European country. If this figure is added
to the number of contacts requesting information,
it follows that 87% of ECC Ireland’s contacts derive
from consumers based in Ireland.

Figure 2:

Cross-border Complaints with an Irish component
registered by ECC Ireland in 2013

Complaints from consumers
in Ireland against traders
in other European countries:
Complaints against traders
in Ireland from consumers
in other European countries:

Total:

1,719

ECC Ireland provided orientation and advice to help
consumers in resolving their complaints but in 286
of these cases, assistance was sought from our
ECC-Net counterparts in other EU/EEA countries
with a view to contacting the trader in the country
in question on behalf of the consumer.
ECC Ireland was also contacted by 35 consumers with
residence in other European countries in relation
to complaints against Irish traders. In addition,
our European counterparts were contacted by Irish
consumers directly on 6 occasions. Our colleagues
also registered in the same period 1,922 complaints
against Irish traders (1,975 in 2012) made by
consumers in their respective countries; of these,
383 cases were brought to ECC Ireland’s attention
in order to provide further assistance (322 such
cases were registered in 2012).

1,957

3,676
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The number of complaints actively pursued by ECC
Ireland on behalf of a consumer (669) increased
in 2013 by 1.8% in comparison to 2012 (657).
With respect to the overall decrease in contacts, from
3,326 in 2012 to 3,279 in 2013, i.e. -1.4%, regard
should be had to similar decreasing trends, e.g.
Ireland’s personal consumption expenditure decreased
by 1.3% during the same period3, whilst the number
of applications under the Small Claims Procedure
in Ireland continued to fall (-37%)4. The number
of contacts registered by the National Consumer
Agency’s helpline also decreased by 4.2% in 20135.
The number of complaints lodged with the Financial
Services Ombudsman, to give another example, also
decreased, from 8,135 in 2012 to 7,718 in 2013,
i.e. -5.1%6.
In summary, in 2013 ECC Ireland dealt with 3,279
consumers, of which 1,148 requested information and
2,131 lodged complaints. Among the complainants,
1,462 sought advice but no further assistance
became necessary, whilst 669 required additional
support (Fig. 3).

Figure 3:

Total Contacts dealt with by ECC Ireland
2009 – 2013

2013

1,148

2012

1,000

1,569

2011

1,208

1,705

2010

1,358

2009

1,238
0

1,000

1,462

669

657

768

1,821

725

1,976
2,000

626
3,000

4,000

Information Requests
Complaints where no further
assistance was required
Complaints were ECC Ireland dealt
with the case on behalf of the consumer

Data from the Central Statistics Office (CSO)
Courts Service Annual Report 2013, pg. 31
5
National Consumer Agency Annual Report 2013, pg. 27
6
Bi-annual reviews available from the Financial Ombudsman’s website
3
4
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Figure 4:

Total Contacts dealt with by ECC Ireland in 2013 / 2012 / 2011 / 2010 / 2009

Air Travel
Electronic Goods & Other Recreational Items
Miscellaneous
Recreational & Cultural Services
Restaurants & Hotels
Clothing & Footwear
Car Rental
Car Purchases/Parts, etc
Furniture
Communication Services
Health
Other Transport Services
Food & Alcohol
Housing Rent & Supplies
Package Holidays
Timeshares & Holiday Clubs
Books, Newspapers & Stationary
Education
100

200

300

400

500

600
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Analysis

Figure 5:

Having analysed the total contacts (fig. 4, previous
page) registered by ECC Ireland (2,131), air travel
remained the primary area of complaint at 18.5%
of the total.

Breakdown of 2013 cases by category

Electronic goods continued to represent the second
largest area of complaint, attracting 13.3% of the
complaints. At 10%, complaints about entertainment
(e.g. satellite TV, tickets for concerts and sporting
events) were third. Increasing by 15% in relation
to the previous year, there was a surge in complaints
about hotels, which attracted 8% of the total number
of complaints in 2013, to rank in fourth position.
The popularity of purchasing clothes online shows
no sign of abating. Representing 7.5% of the total
number, complaints about clothing and footwear
ranked fifth.
At 6.6%, car rental continued to be the sixth most
complained about sector, closely followed by car
purchase and car parts at 6.5%. Also significant,
even if decreasing in respect of previous years,
complaints in relation to furniture were by no
means infrequent and represented 5.7% of the total.

Cases
In order to gain a better understanding of the
complaints received, we have closely monitored
those cross-border complaints which required further
assistance by ECC-Net (669 cases). In most of these
cases, the trader was contacted by ECC Ireland or
by our counterparts in other European countries,
on behalf of a consumer.
The bar chart (fig. 5 opposite) illustrates the 669
cases in which ECC Ireland was actively involved,
sorted by category.
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Air Travel

276

Car Rental

60

Recreational &
Cultural Services

54

Electronic Goods
& Other
Recreational Items

53

Miscellaneous

52

Clothing &
Footwear

40

Restaurants
& Hotels

30
27

Furniture
Car Purchases/
Parts, etc

18

Health

15

Communication
Services

14

Timeshare &
Holiday Clubs

10

Other Transport
Services

7

Package Holidays

5

Housing Rent
& Supplies

3

Education

3

Books, Newspapers
& Stationary

1

Food & Alcohol

1

Taking into account these cases only, the top 5
categories are as follows:

No. of Cases

% of total

276

41.3%

Car Rental

60

9.0%

Entertainment

54

8.0%

Electronics

53

7.9%

Clothing

40

6.0%

Air Travel

More details regarding these categories can be found
in the next section of this report.

Figure 6:

Total Resolved / Unresolved Cases in 2013

Resolved Cases:

308

Unresolved Cases:

136

Case outcomes
As regards the outcome of the complaints pursued
on behalf of consumers, 46% of the cases (308
complaints out of 669) were resolved satisfactorily.
Excluding those cases that were ill-founded (102),
not pursued by the consumer (38), referred to
another organisation such as an NEB, ADR, or CPC
(57), those involving fraud (5) or instances where
the business had ceased trading (6), and those that
are still active at time of writing (17), the success
rate becomes almost 70% (308 successfully
resolved cases out of 444).
In settling complaints out-of-court, ECC Ireland
helped to secure redress for consumers, totalling
€83,728.49, i.e. €272 per resolved case. The
decrease in the overall amount of refunds is partly
due to a sharp reduction in the average amount
secured for the top 20 cases, falling from €2,100
in 2012 to €1,312 in 2013. This variation in the
top 20 cases led to a reduction of €15,000 in the
amount of refunds secured for consumers. The
average refund for the remaining 288 resolved
cases also decreased. As result, even if the number
of resolved cases increased by 15%, from 268 in
2012 to 308 in 2013, the overall amount of refunds
decreased by 25%.
It should be noted that the average amount secured
for the bottom 20 cases also showed a decrease, from
€15.15 in 2012 to €12.82 in 2013. The highest
amount secured within this group of 20 cases was
€21, i.e. a sum below the €25 fee required to make
an application for the domestic or European Small
Claims Procedure. These extremely low-value claims
show that consumers are often determined to pursue
certain claims as a matter of principle when they
feel their rights as consumers have been violated,
irrespective of the amount involved.
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Main Problems Encountered
Juan Bueso Legal Adviser / Grace Duffy Dispute Resolution Adviser

Air Passenger Rights
With 274 cases handled in 2013 by ECC Ireland in relation to air passenger rights, this is
a consistently common area of complaint for consumers. Reflecting trends in previous years,
it remains the area with the highest number of consumer complaints, accounting for 41%
of the total volume of cases handled by ECC Ireland in 2013. Out of the 274 cases, 92%
involved consumers based in another European country complaining about an airline registered
in Ireland. This sharp imbalance stems mainly from the presence in Ireland of the world’s
largest airline in terms of international passengers7.

Flight delays and cancellations accounted for the
majority of individual complaints. 20% of cases
handled by ECC Ireland in this area related to
a delayed flight, while 16% stemmed from the
cancellation of a flight. A further 15% arose out
of problems with the booking process. Other cases
involved problems with documentation and denied
boarding (12%), baggage claims (12%), baggage
policies (8%), terms and conditions (6%) and changes
of schedule by the airline (2%). Other issues included
travel insurance, booking changes by the consumer,
tax refunds, etc.
Many consumers complaining as a result of their flight
being delayed or cancelled sought compensation
from the airline, in keeping with the provisions of
Regulation 261/2004 and related case law of the
Court of Justice of the European Union. However, an
airline is exempt from having to pay compensation
for flight delays where it can prove that the delay
was caused by extraordinary circumstances which
could not have been avoided even if all reasonable
measures were taken. Where an airline claims extraordinary circumstances, the National Enforcement
Body (NEB) may further investigate the claim and
come to a decision. For this reason, 51 cases
involving compensation claims were transferred
to the relevant NEB.
Most of the remaining complaints regarding flight
delays or cancellations involved passengers seeking
reimbursement for expenses incurred. Under
Regulation 261/2004, airlines are obliged to provide
care and assistance to disrupted passengers
regardless of the reason for the delay or cancellation.
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Passengers may seek reimbursement for receipted
expenses (such as food and refreshments) incurred
while their flight was disrupted. The majority of these
cases were successfully resolved with the airline.
Complaints about problems with bookings typically
arose from technical issues during the booking
process or with online check-in, e.g. errors, add-ons,
payment-related fees, and currency conversion
charges.
If regard is had to the number of cases resolved
amicably (124) and those where no amicable settlement was reached (27), it follows that 78% of the
cases were resolved successfully. However, if the
total number of cases is considered (274), then the
resolution rate decreases to 45%. The difference,
which highlights difficulties consumers may encounter
when trying to resolve complaints in this particular
sector, is mainly due to the number of referrals to
NEBs, ill-founded cases (mostly due to inadequate
documentation or failure to abide by the applicable
policies), and cases not pursued by consumers.
Thirteen cases were still active at time of writing.
ECC Ireland helped to secure €27,603.30 in refunds
for consumers with air passenger rights complaints.
The average refund per case amounted to €222.
Flight cancellation accounted for 27% of the total
refunds in all air passenger complaint categories.
Baggage claims, generally stemming from incidences
of damaged, delayed, or lost luggage, accounted for
24% of all refunds in this area.

International Air Transport Association (IATA) list of scheduled passengers carried by airline, available from its website

Case Studies
Flight Cancellation
The consumer was informed upon arrival at the airport that his flight to Malaga was cancelled.
He was unable to avail of the alternative flight offered by the airline and thus booked an alternative
flight from Oslo to Malaga. However, the airline charged him for not having a boarding card printed
for the new flight. ECC Ireland contacted the airline on behalf of the consumer and secured a refund
of €733 for the cancelled flight, as well as reimbursement of the €148 paid in check-in fees. The
consumer was refunded a total of €881.

Flight Delay
The consumers’ flight from Budapest to Milan was delayed by four hours. On contacting the airline,
they were informed that the delay had been caused by adverse weather conditions which amounted
to extraordinary circumstances. The consumers contacted the Hungarian National Enforcement
Body (NEB) which found that the weather conditions in question did not amount to extraordinary
circumstances and required the airline to pay compensation to the consumers for the delay. The airline did not appeal this decision. Upon being contacted by ECC Ireland on behalf of the consumers,
it paid €500 in compensation.

Denied Boarding, Check-in, Documentation
An Italian consumer was due to fly with her daughter from Treviso to Paris. However, they were
denied boarding at the airport as the airline refused to accept the child’s identity card. It was
claimed that the card did not show the name of the parent with whom the child was permitted to
leave the country, despite the fact the card contained both parents’ names as required by Italian
law. The consumer subsequently sought a refund from the airline for the cost of the flight as well
as reimbursement for supplementary expenses incurred. Upon the intervention of ECC Ireland,
the consumer received compensation of €500 for herself and her daughter in addition to a refund
of the €209.96 cost of the flight.

Problems with Bookings
The consumer booked a flight from Poland using a Polish card. The booking was made in Polish
Zloty; however, the card was overcharged by almost 436.29 PLN. On investigating the matter, it was
determined that the card provider had mistakenly deemed the account to be in EUR and not PLN.
As a gesture of goodwill, the airline refunded the amount that was overpaid, equating to a refund
of €105.35 for the consumer.

Baggage Claims
The consumer’s luggage failed to arrive following a flight from Madrid to Palma de Mallorca. She
filled out the necessary Property Irregularity Report (PIR) and returned to the airport on several
occasions to see if her bag had been located. It was eventually deemed lost and the consumer
was forced to purchase certain emergency items at considerable expense. Upon the intervention
of ECC Ireland, the consumer was refunded €31.34 in baggage fees and also secured €886.49
in compensation for the loss of her bag and its contents.
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Main Problems Encountered
Caroline Curneen Assistant Legal Adviser

Car Rental
Complaints relating to car rentals formed the second largest category of complaints received
by ECC Ireland in 2013, representing 9% of cases where direct intervention by the Centre
was required. Of the 60 complaints dealt with in this category, 32 were received from
consumers based in other EU/EEA countries complaining about car rental traders established
in Ireland. The remaining 28 cases were handled on behalf of Irish consumers who had
complaints against traders in different EU/EEA countries.

43% of the complaints handled were amicably
resolved in favour of the consumer, resulting in
the securing of refunds totalling over €9,700. This
represents an increase of almost 20% on the figure
obtained on behalf of consumers last year.
Despite ECC Ireland’s intervention, it was not possible
to secure a solution in 16% of the cases handled,
while another 20% were deemed to be ill-founded
(e.g. lack of evidence to support the consumer’s
claim). ECC Ireland referred another 9 complaints
to an Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) body.
A successful outcome was reached in two of these
cases. Three were unresolved while a further three
were deemed ill-founded. At the time of writing,
one case referred to ADR remains active.

Problematic areas
Supplementary charges faced by consumers upon
returning a rental car are persistently the most
problematic area of complaint and represented over
one-third of all complaints dealt with in this sector.
As such charges are frequently levied several weeks
or even months after the rental, without notification
or explanation, it is unsurprisingly often difficult
for consumers to dispute the charge. The majority
of complaints received under this heading (70%)
pertained to charges imposed due to alleged damage
to the rental vehicle. This is an area where consumers
face significant financial detriment given the frequently
large sums of money involved. 2013 saw an increase
in the number of complaints received relating to clutch
damage, a particularly difficult area as it raises the
issue as to whether the damage was caused due
to driver error or wear and tear over a period of time.
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The second largest category of complaint, at 20%,
related to the terms and conditions of the car rental
providers. Fuel policies continue to give rise to
dissatisfaction, as do the range of administration fees
imposed by car hire companies to process damage
claims, traffic fines etc. A new issue noted in 2013
concerned complaints relating to ‘special cleaning’
charges imposed by companies post-rental. Disputes
arise over whether the conditions in which the vehicle
was returned warranted a special cleaning or whether
it fell within the range of acceptable cleanliness.
Based on the photographs provided by car rental
companies to justify the imposition of such a charge
seen by ECC Ireland, it appears the level of disorder
required to trigger the charge is troublingly low.
At 11%, another distinctive area relates to difficulties
with the insurance products offered by car rental
providers. Of concern is the number of consumers
reporting the misleading and pressurised sale of
these additional products, particularly having regard
to the significant costs involved and the evidentiary
difficulties inherent in successfully obtaining
redress. Further difficulties arise in relation to the
limited cover offered by such products due to the
significant number of exclusions. For example
damage to wheels, windows, the vehicle undercarriage
and mechanical parts are generally not covered.

Case Studies
Breakdown

An Italian consumer rented a car at Kerry airport. After two days the car broke down (it started to lose
speed and finally it stopped). The consumer contacted the rental location who advised her that if she
didn’t sign a document admitting liability they wouldn’t recover the vehicle or provide her with another
car. The consumer signed this document but indicated that she did not cause any damage to the car.
The consumer then received an email from the trader stating that the cause of the breakdown was
a burnt out clutch and the cost of repair was €1,248. ECC Ireland contacted the trader on the
consumer’s behalf who insisted that the consumer was to blame for the breakdown. They provided an
invoice for the repairs and refunded the consumer €101 as the repairs cost less than initially thought.

Excessive Cost of Repairs for Damage Caused

A French consumer hired a car in Dublin and during the rental period he accidentally damaged the
right front wing. After a week the consumer’s card was debited €814. Research carried out by the
consumer (four quotes obtained) suggested that the repair work should cost in the region of €200.
Following intervention by ECC Ireland, the trader agreed to reduce the quote by €110 and provided
a breakdown of the work carried out. The consumer still felt that this sum was excessive but the
trader refused to reduce the cost any further.

Unfair Contract Terms

An Irish consumer hired a car at Nice Airport in June and purchased extra insurance at the car hire
desk as he was told this would cover any costs if the car was damaged. However, following the rental,
the consumer was charged €55 ‘Damage Administration Fee’ for a small mark on the bumper. The
consumer claimed that this charge was unwarranted as it should have been covered under the extra
insurance. The trader’s terms and conditions stated that an administrative fee is payable in all cases
of damage but these were not available in the English version of their terms and conditions published
online. Our French office brought this matter to the trader’s attention and the consumer was refunded.

Deposit

A Slovenian consumer made a reservation via an Irish booking agent for a rental vehicle in Italy.
In his booking information, he was informed that the rental company would require a security
deposit of €900. However, upon arriving at the rental location, the deposit sought was €2,300.
As the consumer did not have such capacity on his credit card, he was forced to rent a car elsewhere at an additional cost of €218. The trader refused to refund the consumer but following the
intervention of ECC Ireland the consumer was reimbursed in full.

Fraud

An Irish consumer booked a car via a UK-based car rental agent at a cost of €548. Upon arrival
at the rental location, the consumer was advised that no booking had been made on his behalf.
The consumer had no alternative but to book a replacement car at the last minute at a significantly
increased rate. The trader repeatedly promised the consumer a refund but it failed to materialise.
The consumer sought assistance from ECC-Net but the trader failed to engage with our intervention.
Further enquiries by our UK office revealed that the address used by the trader was that of a virtual
office and it was unclear who was behind the website.

Wrong Class

An Irish consumer rented a car in Poland through a rental company based in Germany. He booked
a vehicle in the ‘D category’ but received a ‘C category’ vehicle instead. The consumer was assured
that the D category vehicle would be provided the next day but this did not happen. The consumer
made a complaint and was eventually offered a refund of 120PLN but according to the trader price
list available online, the appropriate reimbursement should have been 350PLN. ECC Ireland sought
assistance from our sister office in Poland and the consumer received a full refund, amounting to
approximately €80.
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Main Problems Encountered
Susan Dowling Dispute Resolution Adviser

Entertainment Services
This category represents complaints relating to digital television subscriptions, purchases
via social media platforms, as well as online dating, gambling or lottery-based services
and products or services used for leisure purposes.

Entertainment services ranked third in 2013, moving
up one place from its rank in 2012. An increase
of 22% was recorded in the number of complaints
received in this area. It is interesting to note that
while occupying a middle ranking position in the top
five most complained about sectors, entertainment
services are very firmly in first place in terms of
consumer detriment, with consumers suffering losses
of €31,733.78 arising from complaints in this area.
This high figure is due to one unsuccessful case
involving the purchase of credits for use in an online
game on a social media platform where the consumer
suffered a loss of €22,000.

Just over half the complaints in this category were
generated by a digital satellite broadcaster located
in the UK, with these complaints amounting to 28
out of the 54 complaints in this sector. The remaining
complaints involved the purchase of tickets and
vouchers, online dating services, games played on
social media. Another case involved the purchase
of a horse which turned out to be lame.
In terms of success rate, 59% of complaints in this
area were successfully resolved. 26% were unsuccessful, while the remainder were ill-founded, could not
be pursued because the trader had ceased trading,
or remain active. In terms of refunds the intervention
of ECC-Net obtained refunds of €10,386.44 in this
category, amounting to €324.57 per successful case.

Case Studies
Charged for Two Accounts
An elderly consumer had a subscription to digital television provided by a UK-based company. In
2009 the consumer moved house and requested that the trader move her existing account to her
new address. Four years later, the consumer had become ill and become resident in a nursing home.
Her family noticed that two direct debits were coming from her account every month – one in respect
of the account which she had transferred from her old address, and the second for a new account
from the new address, which the consumer had not requested.
The consumer’s family contacted the trader, requesting that the erroneously collected second
direct debit should be refunded to the consumer’s bank account immediately. The trader offered to
refund €650.00, or approximately half of what they had collected on that account. When the family
requested the return of the outstanding money, the trader advised that the monies were being withheld because the consumer should have contacted them sooner to point out the overcharging.
Having failed to resolve the matter directly with the trader, the consumer’s family referred the
matter to ECC Ireland and we requested the assistance of our sister office in the UK. Following
correspondence with the trader, the consumer received a refund amounting to €1,000 for the
unauthorised direct debit. Both accounts were cancelled and a £73.45 refund was also provided
to the consumer for her second account.
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Case Studies
Failure of Agent to Close Account
An Irish consumer signed up to a digital television service in 2006 at a cost of €35 per month. In
2011 the consumer’s wife was contacted by a representative of the trader to discuss upgrading the
package, and offered a discount for new customers. To obtain the discount the salesman suggested
that the account held by the consumer should be closed and his wife should take out a new
subscription. The salesman offered to close the existing account for the consumers. The consumers
therefore agreed to take out a new subscription on the basis of this information.
Two years later, whilst going through bank statements, the consumers realised that that they
had both been paying for the same subscription since August 2011, even though the satellite box
attributed to the husband’s account had been disconnected in 2011. The overpayments amounted
to €770. The salesman had in fact failed to cancel the husband’s account as he had promised.
Having failed to resolve the matter through correspondence with the trader, the consumers
contacted ECC Ireland for assistance. We referred the case to our colleagues in the UK who contacted
the trader on behalf of the consumers. The trader indicated that cancellation could only be made
by the account holder and refused to refund the overpayment stating that they had acted in good
faith, and the consumers should have noticed the overpayments sooner.
ECC UK argued that it was the agent of the trader who had caused the problem and the trader
had financially benefitted from it. The trader however refused to alter their stance and the consumers
failed to receive a refund for any of the overpayments. The case was closed and the consumer was
informed of the possibility of pursuing the matter via the European Small Claims Procedure.

Lame Horse
A British consumer travelled to Ireland to buy a horse for her teenage daughter. She was looking for
a horse that was 15 hands high and was suitable for her daughter to ride, with some show jumping
experience so that her daughter could use it for dressage, jumping and pony club activities.
She visited a horse dealer’s stables and purchased a grey gelding on condition that the horse
passed a veterinary inspection. The consumer paid a £700 deposit with the total purchase price
amounting to £2,300, and payment of an additional £100 for the veterinary fees.
Once in England the consumer’s daughter started to ride the horse but found that he kept rearing
and seemed to be in pain. The consumer had the horse inspected by a vet who informed her that the
horse was unfit to ride due to significant medical problems. At this stage the consumer had spent
£4,000, including the purchase price of the horse, transportation costs, vet bills and stable bills.
She informed the trader who promised to send her a replacement horse of a similar value and
breeding. However the replacement horses which he showed to the consumer were not appropriate
for her requirements and she requested a refund of the purchase price of the horse. As the trader
did not respond she consulted ECC UK who contacted ECC Ireland for assistance. Following the
intervention of ECC Ireland the trader refunded the consumer the full purchase price of the horse,
£2,300, but not the additional costs incurred.

Charged for Online Game Credits
A Belgian consumer used his girlfriend’s credit card to buy credits for an online game on a social
media platform. He continued to top up these credits while playing the game over the next 12
months but without being asked to enter credit card details.
When his girlfriend checked her credit card statement she found that she had been charged
more than €7,000 for these credits over 10 months. The trader had provided no indication that the
purchase of these online credits involved real costs to the consumer. ECC Belgium shared the case
with ECC Ireland and we contacted the trader on behalf of the consumer. The trader however refused
to refund the consumer and the case was closed.
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Main Problems Encountered
Lynnsey Delaney Dispute Resolution Adviser

Electronic Goods
Electronic goods and other recreational items is a category which has consistently appeared
in the top five areas of consumer complaints lodged with ECC Ireland. Whilst the percentage
of complaints received in this area has remained at 2012 levels, i.e. at 8% of the total
number of complaints received, electronics now represents the fourth largest complaint area,
whereas previously it ranked second.
The category principally involves complaints relating
to the online and offline purchase of goods such
as digital cameras, laptops, tablets, MP3 players,
toys, as well as musical instruments and gardening
equipment.
Of the 53 complaints received, 40 were made by Irish
consumers against traders in different Member States,
a majority of which were against companies in the
UK, France and Luxembourg. Of those complaints
received, 26 complaints were resolved successfully
resulting in reimbursement of €6,602.78. On average,
therefore, each consumer whose case was successfully resolved received €253.95 reimbursement. Of
the remaining cases, seven could not be pursued due
to lack of evidence to support the consumer’s claim
or because the claim was considered ill-founded. In
four instances the consumer chose not to pursue the
matter further, and in one case the trader had ceased
trading by the time ECC’s Ireland’s assistance was
requested.
Faulty or defective products once again constituted
the primary area of complaint in this category
accounting for 57% of complaints received. Issues
with delivery represented the second largest area
of complaint – at 19% of all complaints received
in this area. Within this sub-category the majority
of complaints concerned the simple non-delivery of
goods, whilst other complaints pertained to partial or
delayed delivery. Other areas of consumer complaints
included products not being in conformity with
consumers’ orders (i.e. the product received is not the
product which was ordered), misleading commercial
practices, and products causing damage.
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8

ECC-Net Report on Fraud in Cross-Border e-Commerce

Given that online fraud continues to be a growing area
of concern and complaint for consumers shopping
online, ECC Ireland participated in an ECC-Net report
entitled Fraud in cross-border e-commerce in 2013.8
The report found that 12% of internet users in the
EU have experienced some form of online fraud,
whilst 8% have encountered difficulties with identity
theft. The most commonly reported frauds to ECCNet were outlined as those involving fraudulent items
or tickets, counterfeit products, alleged free trials, as
well as data phishing. Important tips to bear in mind
so as to assist in recognising less than legitimate
‘traders’ were also provided and they included
verifying where the website/trader is located, paying
with a safe method of payment and ensuring that
the potential seller is providing all the minimum
information requirements required under EU law.
Whilst consumer protection continues to grow and
develop over time, it is important that consumers
remain vigilant about fraudulent traders as it can
be extremely difficult to enforce your rights if,
for example, you do not know where the ‘company’
is located etc.

Case Studies
Camera Not As Described
An Irish consumer purchased a camera which was advertised as suitable for use in sandy or muddy
environments. This was the main reason the consumer decided to purchase that particular camera.
When delivered, it transpired that the GPS function did not work and the consumer emailed the
trader to no avail. After six months the camera developed a fault and was returned to the trader
but a repair was refused based on the fact that the camera was damaged due to sand. Whilst the
consumer argued that the camera was sold claiming it could endure such environments, the trader
refused to offer any remedy. On foot of the consumer contacting ECC Ireland, the complaint was
referred to ECC France who liaised with the trader on the consumer’s behalf. Ultimately, a full
refund of €136.99 was received.

Wrong Screen Delivered
On 5th June 2013, a Belgian consumer placed an order with an Irish trader for a screen for his
Samsung laptop. However, the consumer received an alternative product to the one that he ordered.
The trader then sent the consumer instructions accompanied with photographs,illustrating how to
install the screen, however, the consumer experienced difficulties in doing so. As a result, the consumer
contacted the trader for a Return Merchandise Authorisation (RMA) number so as to arrange the
return of the product. However, the trader then stopped corresponding with the consumer. Following
the consumer contacting our sister office in Belgium, the consumer’s file was sent to ECC Ireland
where contact with the trader was made. Following on from this, a refund of €91.80 was received.

Delayed Delivery of Magazine
An Irish consumer took out a weekly magazine subscription with a UK trader. However, none
of the issues were ever delivered on time. When the consumer tried to cancel the contract, they
were informed that it was not the publisher’s policy to refund for monies paid. Upon the file being
referred to our sister office in the UK and their correspondence with the trader, a full refund was
issued to the consumer to the sum of £75.

Defective Graphics Card
An Irish consumer placed an order with a German trader for a graphics card. However, upon arrival
the card was damaged so the consumer returned the card to the trader. A replacement card was
sent by the trader but this card was sent to the wrong address. The consumer sought ECC Ireland’s
assistance obtaining a refund and following on from our German colleague’s intervention with the
trader a refund of €212.82 was obtained.
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Main Problems Encountered
Anna Heryan Dispute Resolution Adviser

Clothing and Footwear
Clothing and footwear is a sector that generated considerably more complaints in 2013 than
in previous years, reflecting an area of strong development for cross-border e-shopping. This
category ranked as the number five source of cross-border consumer complaints amounting
to 6% of the total number of cases where ECC-Net liaised with traders directly on behalf
of consumers. It principally involves complaints relating to the online purchase of garments,
shoes and other articles of clothing and footwear such as gloves, laces or leggings, but also
includes the cleaning, repair and hire of clothing and footwear.
Of the 38 complaints received within this category,
33 were made by Irish consumers against traders
in different Member States, the majority of which
involved traders based in the UK. Of 30 cases where
the ECC intervened on behalf of consumers, 70%
were successfully resolved, securing refunds amounting to almost €2,100. 8 cases could not be pursued,
of which 4 were considered ill-founded.
Problems with products constituted the main cause
for consumer complaints, which accounted for nearly
45% of the number of cases received within this area
of complaint. The vast majority of those complaints
concerned faulty products and products not being
in conformity with the order.
Consumer rights with regard to the purchase of
clothing and footwear refer to standards of quality,
consumer expectations and remedies the consumer
is entitled to seek if these are not met. Clothing and
footwear items should comply with the description
offered by the seller, be of reasonable quality and fit
for the purpose intended, and therefore if for instance
hiking shoes are described as sturdy and waterproof,
they should be exactly that. If the consumer orders
a silk top, they should not receive a cotton one.
A number of clothing-related complaints dealt with
by ECC Ireland in 2013 involved consumers who,
believing they had spotted a bargain, ordered what
appeared to be high-quality Debs dresses at cheaper/
discounted prices from web-traders based in France
or the UK. What they received instead were poorly
made dresses that looked nothing like the online
photos, delivered by traders operating from outside
the EU. Those types of complaints clearly show
consumers still face problems when shopping online
and remain vulnerable to online fraud or fake websites.
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Problems with delivery represented the second most
common area of complaint, comprising 21% of the
total clothing- and footwear-related cases dealt with
in 2013, with instances of non-delivery featuring
highly among this category of complaint.
The third most complained about area, which
accounted for 18% of cases received, involved
problems consumers encountered when exercising
their right of withdrawal in respect of distance selling
contracts. The trader’s failure to refund the original
shipping costs and delays in processing the refund
following return of the product constituted the main
cause for consumer complaints within this category.
When exercising their right to a ‘cooling-off’ period,
where they can withdraw from the contract without
having to give any reason, consumers should only
have to bear the direct costs of returning the goods.
However, consumers have a duty to return the goods
to the seller or make them available for collection
and should take reasonable care of the goods while
in their possession. With no proof of posting the
consumer may experience difficulties obtaining a
refund, if the trader claims the goods never reached
them. Consumers are therefore advised to send the
goods back via recorded delivery or follow the trader’s
instructions in this respect.

Case Studies
Incorrect Size
An Irish consumer ordered a pair of trousers and a jacket from an Italian web-trader. As the trousers
turned out to be too small the consumer decided to return them. She followed the trader’s instructions
and used a recorded delivery to ship them back. Despite having provided proof of posting and evidence
the parcel was signed for, the trader refused to process the refund. The consumer was advised they
would need their warehouse’s report in order to release the funds. As this matter was taking too
long, the consumer decided to seek the assistance of ECC Ireland. The details of the complaint
were passed on to ECC Italy which contacted the trader on the consumer’s behalf and secured the
refund of €293.98.

Lack of Reimbursement for Shipping Costs
An Irish consumer ordered a pair of synthetic leather shoes online from a trader based in the UK.
Upon delivery, the consumer discovered that their insole was made of leather. As the consumer
did not wear leather, she informed the trader she would be returning the shoes for a refund. The
trader offered to exchange the pair but could not guarantee the new pair would be entirely made
of synthetic leather. This was not accepted by the consumer and the trader eventually offered a
refund, but failed to reimburse the costs that the consumer incurred shipping the pair of shoes back
to the trader. The consumer turned to ECC Ireland for further assistance. The case was brought to
the attention of our counterparts in the UK, who reminded the trader of his legal obligations. The
trader agreed to reimburse the shipping costs.

Funds held by Trader
An Irish consumer attempted to place an order online for the value of €120 from a UK-based trader.
The website displayed a message that said ‘Order Failed Please Try Again’. The consumer tried
again, but received the same error message. She then added an extra clothing item to her basket
and placed an order using her PayPal account. This time she succeeded; however having checked
her card statement a few days later the consumer discovered two pending transactions on her
account totalling €240. The bank advised they could not release the money back into her account
as the funds were being held by the trader. The consumer contacted the trader immediately but
was informed she should contact her card provider. The bank representative spoke to the trader
on behalf of the consumer but to no avail. The consumer felt she had no other option but to request
ECC Ireland’s intervention. We contacted our sister office in the UK, and following the intervention
of ECC UK the funds were released.

Lack of Reply from Trader
An Irish consumer ordered a dress online from a trader based in Poland. As the dress was not suitable
the consumer decided to return it. The consumer emailed the trader asking for instructions. As
this was not forthcoming the consumer returned the dress via regular post. Unfortunately no refund
followed. The trader ignored her emails and phone calls. The consumer contacted ECC Ireland.
Following our intervention a full refund was received.
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Alternative Dispute Resolution
Ann Neville Director

Introduction
When ECC Ireland is unable to resolve
a complaint with a trader we will assist
consumers to locate and, where the consumer
consents, refer unresolved complaints to
Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) or
Online Dispute Resolution (ODR), where there
is an applicable scheme available. ADR and
ODR procedures involve the resolution of
disputes outside the courts.

consumers we recommended that the consumer
consider referring the matter to the European Small
Claims Procedure or the European Order for Payment.
We estimate that 75-80% of the unresolved cases
where our counterparts in other ECCs were unable
to reach a satisfactory settlement may be suitable
for referral to European Small Claims or the European
Order for Payment. The remaining 20-25% relate to
instances where the amount involved may either be
negligible or exceed the threshold set by Regulation
861/2007, or the trader’s legal identity has not been
established, or the company has closed down.

Case Handling

ECC Ireland’s ADR Activities

In 2013 306 complaints could not be resolved with
the direct assistance of ECC Ireland. 27 of these
unresolved complaints were referred to an ADR body,
or another organisation such as the National Enforcement Bodies for Regulation (EC) No. 261/2004 in
the case of air passenger rights disputes, with a view
to achieving resolution for the consumers concerned.

2013 marked a turning point in the evolution of ADR
in Europe. In March the European Parliament adopted
a Directive on ADR for consumer disputes and
a Regulation on ODR for consumer disputes.10

Of these 27 disputes, 16 were referred to a notified
ADR body.9 This is a significant increase over the
target projected for the year, which stood at 10
referrals to a notified ADR, and results from the
introduction of new notified ADR schemes, such as
the European Car Rental Conciliation Service (ECRCS)
and the Schlichtungsstelle für den öffentlichen
Personenverkehr (SÖP). In terms of the outcome, in
11 of the 27 cases the ADR found in favour, or partially
in favour of the consumer. 10 cases were decided
against the consumer, while one case remained
unresolved. In another three cases no information
about the outcome could be obtained. Finally in one
instance the matter did not fall in the remit of the
ADR in question, and in another instance the
consumer was signposted to an ADR with no further
information available as to whether the matter was
pursued or not. The main sectors referred to ADR were
those involving car rental and air passenger rights.
In those unresolved cases which involved Irish

The main proposals are:
• ADR entities will have to meet quality criteria
which guarantee that they operate in an
impartial, transparent, effective, and fair way
• Businesses must inform consumers about
the ADR entity which can deal with
a contractual dispute between them
• ADR entities will resolve the disputes
within 90 days
The ADR Directive will be supported by an Online
Dispute Resolution (ODR) mechanism, as outlined
in the ODR Regulation. The ODR Regulation will
enable the European Commission to create an EUwide online platform connecting all national ADR
entities via the ODR platform. Consumers will be

A notified ADR body is one which is in conformity with the European Commission Recommendation 98/257/EC on the
principles applicable to the bodies responsible for out-of-court settlement of consumer disputes and European Commission
Recommendation 2001/310/EC on the principles for out-of-court bodies involved in the consensual resolution of consumer
disputes.
10
Directive 2013/11/EU on alternative dispute resolution for consumer disputes and amending Regulation (EC) No
2006/2004 and Directive 2009/22/EC; Regulation (EU) No 524/2013 on online dispute resolution for consumer
disputes and amending Regulation (EC) No 2006/2004 and Directive 2009/22/EC.
9
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The ADR Directive imposes a requirement on EU
Member States to offer effective access to ADR
services for the resolution of contractual disputes
between consumers and businesses relating to the
sale of products and services, including online sales.

able to submit complaints about contracts with
businesses and the ODR platform will automatically
send the consumer’s complaint to the competent ADR
entity which will facilitate resolution of the dispute
in a time period of 30 days. The ODR Regulation
is designed to offer consumers fast and easy redress
in the context of online cross-border disputes.
In the context of these legislative developments
ECC Ireland was active in raising awareness of ADR
among relevant stakeholders.

ADR and the Irish Presidency
Alternative Dispute Resolution was one of the dossiers
discussed during the Irish Presidency of the European
Council in the first half of 2013. To advance discussion
of this key area of consumer policy, the Department
of Jobs, Enterprise and Innovation had commissioned
ECC Ireland in 2012 to undertake research on ADR
in Ireland to provide them with information which
may be used to assist them in the transposition of
the ADR Directive. The results of this research report
were presented at Cooperation Day, the annual
meeting of the European Consumer Centres Network,
hosted by ECC Ireland in Dublin Castle, in May 2013.
The event was opened by the Minister for Jobs, Enterprise and Innovation and included presentations on
ADR and ODR given by international specialists.
The Commissioner for Health and Consumers, Tonio
Borg, provided a keynote address on ADR and ODR.
As the event was also designed to raise awareness
of ADR in Ireland in advance of the implementation
of the ADR/ODR legislative package, for the first time
Cooperation Day was opened to an audience from
outside the European Consumer Centres network,
with representatives from business, the legal
community and dispute resolution bodies attending
and contributing to the debate arising from it.
At a European level ECC Ireland’s Legal Adviser
represented both Ireland and ECC-Net as a member
of the expert group for the development of the ODR
platform. The role of the expert group is to test
possible scenarios for the development of the platform.
In this role he attended seven meetings in Brussels.

Meetings
ECC Ireland staff held a number of meetings on ADR
in 2013. We met with the Chartered Institute of
Arbitrators (Irish Branch) to discuss the current state
of ADR in Ireland. We met with the Centre for Effective
Dispute Resolution (CEDR UK and Ireland) twice in
2013. They set up and provide ADR schemes and
we discussed ADR in Ireland and the new ADR/ODR
legislation.

Case Studies
Referral to Flight NEB
Two Irish consumers flew with a Portuguese airline
to Madeira and experienced a number of problems.
Their outbound flight from Lisbon to Madeira was
cancelled due to a ‘technical fault’ and they had
to stay overnight in Lisbon. They were rerouted
the next day but via Porto rather than directly.
On arrival the wife’s luggage did not appear
so she had to make emergency purchases. Her bag
was eventually located after 3 weeks but by then
it had been damaged.
The consumers made a complaint to the airline
and the airline insisted that the consumers had to
deal with their UK office. They contacted the UK
office three times in writing but received no response.
They then turned to ECC Ireland for assistance.
Having assessed the case, ECC Ireland
contacted our sister office in Portugal for assistance
in claiming compensation of €400 per passenger
for the flight cancellation under Regulation (EC)
261/2004, as well as compensation for the
emergency purchases which one of the consumers
had to make in the absence of her luggage, and
which amounted to €450.73, and compensation
of €90 for a replacement suitcase. The total
amount claimed was €1,340.73.
ECC Portugal wrote to the Portuguese airline
but did not receive a response. They therefore
referred the matter to the Centro de Arbitragem
de Conflitos de Consumo de Lisboa, a dispute
resolution body notified to the European Commission.
This body found in favour of the consumers and
awarded them compensation, amounting to €500
for the cancelled flight and €540.73 for the
luggage and damaged case, or €1,040.73 in total.
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Case Studies
ADR for Car Rental
A French consumer rented a car in Ireland in June 2013, purchasing collision damage waiver
and theft protection insurance. The car broke down in Tramore, after the consumer had driven
423km, due to a faulty clutch. The consumer immediately contacted the trader and the vehicle
was transferred to a local garage. The trader asked the consumer to pay €250 for a replacement
car and also €1,300 for the cost of repairs to the faulty vehicle. The consumer decided to make
his way to his destination in Cork by bus and taxi. For the rest of his stay the consumer was not
provided with a replacement car and went back to the airport by bus.
On his return to France he discovered that the car rental company had debited €3,079.22 without offering any explanation. The car rental company eventually provided documentation pointing
to the consumer’s liability for the damaged clutch and stating that the collision damage waiver
insurance purchased by the consumer did not apply for damage to mechanical parts. The consumer
contacted ECC France which shared the case with ECC Ireland.
We contacted the car rental company in an effort to resolve the matter but having failed to do so
we transferred the case to the European Car Rental Conciliation Service, a dispute resolution body
which assists customers with unresolved complaints concerning cross-border vehicle rentals within Europe. The ECRCS reviewed the rental agreement and the report from the garage and based
on these documents it ruled that on the balance of probability, the damage was caused by poor
operator clutch technique during the consumer’s rental period and that the insurance purchased
by the consumer did not apply for damage to mechanical parts. On this basis it upheld the
charges against the consumer in full.

Refund Request Transferred to ADR
An Irish consumer bought flight tickets from an online company registered in Lithuania and paid
€185 for the tickets by bank transfer.
Two days later the consumer received an email from the trader asking her to pay an additional fee
as they claimed that tickets were no longer available for the initial price. The consumer refused
to pay any further money and requested a refund instead, filling out the trader’s refund form. The
trader did not refund the consumer and when pressed, informed the consumer that she needed
to contact her bank to request her refund, however since she had paid by bank transfer it was not
possible to reverse the transaction.
The consumer contacted ECC Ireland for assistance and we shared the case with our sister office
in Lithuania. When the trader failed to respond to them ECC Lithuania transferred the case to
the National Consumer Rights Protection Board, an ADR body which is notified to the European
Commission, which found in favour of the consumer. The consumer then received her full refund
of €185.
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Services Directive
Emma Byrne Services Directive Adviser

The free movement of people, goods and
services across Member States’ borders is
one of the main benefits of EU membership
for citizens and business alike, providing
greater choice and price competition.
Services account, in most Member States,
for 70% of Gross National Product (GNP)
and employment.

ECC ireland and the services
directive
Article 21 of the Services Directive states that:
Member States shall ensure that recipients can
obtain, in their Member State of residence, the
following information:
(a)

Directive 2006/123/EC on Services in the Internal
Market (‘Services Directive’) aims to release the growth
potential of services markets in Europe by removing
legal and administrative barriers to trade in the
services sector. The Services Directive strengthens
the rights of recipients of services, which can be
both consumers and businesses. For instance, it
prohibits discriminatory conditions based on the
nationality or residence of the service recipient, such
as discriminatory tariffs. It also lays down a set of
measures to promote high quality services and to
enhance information and transparency relating to
service providers and their services. Further, the
Directive also obliges the Member States to cooperate
with each other in order to ensure efficient supervision of providers and their services. This helps to
prevent unjustified obstacles for consumers seeking
to avail of business services abroad.
A wide range of services come within the scope of the
Directive, and without being exhaustive the following
can be mentioned as examples: online and offline
retail sale of goods and services, services in the field
of tourism and leisure, accommodation and food
services, rental services, construction services, as well
as the activities of most regulated professions, such
as tax advisers or architects. In total, the services
covered by the Directive represent about 40% of
Gross Domestic Product (GDP), roughly twice as much
as manufacturing.

(b)

(c)

General information on the requirements
applicable in other Member States relating
to access to, and exercise of, service
activities, in particular those relating
to consumer protection;
General information on the means of redress
available in the case of a dispute between
a provider and a recipient;
The contact details of associations or
organisations, including the centres of the
European Consumer Centres Network, from
which providers or recipients may obtain
practical assistance.

In Ireland ECC Ireland was appointed by the Department of Jobs, Enterprise and Innovation to fulfil the
role of the Article 21 Contact Point for consumers and
has undertaken this duty since 2009. ECC Ireland’s
role under the Services Directive was officially
recognised by a notice of appointment in Iris Oifigiuil
in August 2013, with Emma Byrne appointed
information officer under Regulation 11 (2), (7), (8)
and (9) of the European Union (Provision of Services)
Regulation 2010 – SI 533 of 2010 with effect from
the 1st August 2013 for a period of three years.

Article 21
ECC Ireland projected 50 contacts in 2013 relating
to our role under Article 21 of the Directive, however
we exceeded our target by 112%, receiving requests
for information from Irish consumers, as well as from
Article 21 bodies in other Member States.
In addition, ECC Ireland continued to assist consumers
through our general complaint handling work as part
of ECC-Net, given that a significant proportion of
consumer complaints received relate to services.
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Article 20
Although ECC Ireland’s primary role under the
Services Directive is defined by the provisions of
Article 21 of the Directive, ECC Ireland also handles
consumer queries that may be governed by other
provisions contained in the Directive. A recurrent
one is that set out by Article 20(2), which obliges
Member States to ensure that the recipients of services
are not subjected to discriminatory conditions based
either on their nationality or place of residence,
unless an objective justification can be provided.
Article 20(2) states that:
Member States shall ensure that the general
conditions of access to a service, which are made
available to the public at large by the provider,
do not contain discriminatory provisions
relating to the nationality or place of residence
of the recipient, but without precluding the
possibility of providing for differences in the
conditions of access where those differences
are directly justified by objective criteria.
Given the importance of these issues and the increase
of consumer complaints falling within the scope of
Article 20(2), ECC Ireland undertook a joint ECC-Net
project to investigate the work of ECC-Net under the
Services Directive and the main problems encountered
by consumers when availing of services across the
EU relating to the principle of non-discrimination by
nationality and place of residence.11 Our objective
was to raise awareness of the protections offered to
consumers under the directive and alert enforcement
authorities about problems relating to the directive,
especially possible breaches of Article 20(2).
The project working group consisted of ECCs Ireland,
Austria, Italy, Spain, UK and UK Centre for Services.
The other participants in the project were ECCs
Bulgaria, Cyprus, Denmark, Estonia, France, Hungary,
Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, Netherlands,
Norway, Portugal, Romania, Slovakia, Slovenia and
Sweden. The Finnish Competition Authority also
participated in the joint project.
The findings from our report showed that 75% of the
complaints reported to ECC-Net related to different
treatment based on place of residence while 25%

The situations whereby consumers were confronted
with price or service differentiation occurred mostly
in relation to the online purchase of goods, such as
electronic items, clothes, books, or music or data
downloads. Such complaints amounted to nearly
74% of all complaints received. Cases attracting
the second largest number of consumer complaints,
accounting for nearly 21% of the cases dealt with,
were complaints received in relation to the provision
of services in the field of tourism and leisure
accommodation, while the sector attracting the third
largest number of consumer complaints, amounting
to 5%, was in the rental and leasing services sector.
Refusal to supply was the most frequent cause for
consumer complaints, followed by price differentiation and difference in other conditions of supply.
More than 32% of cases required ECC-Net’s active
intervention on behalf of consumers with a successful
outcome reached in nearly 50% of these cases.
Also eight service providers changed their business
practice following the intervention of the network.

sample queries
Car Rental
– Price differentiation based on nationality
An Irish consumer booked a car rental service
online. However when the Irish consumer arrived
at his rental location in the UK, he was charged
an additional £500 deposit because he was
a holder of a non-UK driving license.

Shopping Online
– Price difference based on place of residence
An Irish consumer wanted to purchase a camera
online from a European trader. The consumer was
rerouted to the Irish version of the company’s website which was significantly more expensive than
the same item on the UK version of the website.

Enhanced Consumer Protection – the Services Directive 2006/123/EC. Analysis of Article 20.2 and Article 21
related consumer complaints reported to ECC-Net between 2010 and 2012
11
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of the complaints related to different treatment based
on nationality. The majority of complaints related to
online transactions.

Communications Activity
Grace Duffy Press and Communications Officer

Media
ECC Ireland was highly active in media circles
in 2013. Our aim was to increase the profile
of ECC Ireland and raise awareness of its work.
To this end, ECC staff regularly participated
in interviews and media segments for print,
radio, TV, and online press. We also prepared
articles and case studies which appeared
in national media. ECC Ireland had a total
of 158 media contacts for 2013, representing
an increase of 11.5% on figures for the
previous year and exceeding our annual target
by 44%.

Letterkenny Speakers
(l-r) Tim Hayes, European Commission Representation in Ireland, Ann Neville, Director, ECC Ireland,
Helen McNutt, Europe Direct Letterkenny
Stephen Thompson, Consumerline, Northern
Ireland Department of Enterprise, Trade, and
Investment, Pat the Cope Gallagher MEP, Andy
Allen, European Consumer Centre UK, Kellin
McCloskey, Postal Services, Consumer Council
for Northern Ireland.

ECC Ireland organised several events during 2013.
We worked closely with Europe Direct on a number
of these, as their numerous regional offices allowed
us to reach as wide a range of consumers as possible.
In November, we partnered with the Consumer
Council of Northern Ireland to organise an event on
cross-border shopping rights, which was launched
by Pat the Cope Gallagher MEP. This was held at
the offices of Europe Direct Letterkenny to mark the
European Year of the Citizen.
Our annual report for 2012 was launched at an event
in Europe Direct Tubbercurry in August, with the
assistance of the European Commission Representation
in Ireland. Marian Harkin MEP and the Chairman of
Sligo County Council, Councillor Pat McGrath, both
attended the launch. Ms. Harkin also gave interviews
to regional and national press in which she highlighted
the work of EU consumer policy and the role of ECC
Ireland.
As part of our outreach to young consumers, we
participated in the European Movement’s Blue Star
Competition in 2013. ECC Ireland designed and
printed 200 posters which outlined the protections
afforded by European consumer legislation. Participating schools each received a copy of the poster. The
campaign was launched by the Minister for European
Affairs Paschal Donohoe T.D. at an event in November
2013. We also participated in a schools competition
to mark Europe Day, organised in conjunction with
Europe Direct Blanchardstown.
In total, ECC Ireland issued 10 press releases in
2013. We also continued to issue our monthly
eBulletin, focusing on a particular consumer topic
in more detail. The European Commission Representation in Ireland reissued a number of our releases
and bulletins, allowing us to reach a greater audience,
and we contributed regularly to the Commission’s
radio news service.
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Online
www.eccireland.ie

Launch of ECC Ireland’s annual report
(l-r, with members of the public) Ann Neville,
Alessandro Lentini, European Commission
Representation in Ireland, Councillor Pat McGrath,
Chairman of Sligo County Council, Marian Harkin
MEP, Pauline Brennan, Europe Direct Tubbercurry.

Cooperation Day 2013.
(l-r; all staff members of ECC Ireland)
Anna Heryan, Dispute Resolution Adviser, Lynnsey
Delaney, Assistant Legal Adviser, Marianne
Eluere, Intern, Art Foley, Intern, Emma Byrne,
Administrator, Juan Bueso, Legal Adviser, Caroline
Curneen, PR & Marketing Manager and Dispute
Resolution Adviser, Susan Dowling, Dispute
Resolution Adviser, Ann Neville, Director.
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ECC Ireland launched a new website at the end
of 2013. The updated website is easier to maintain
and provides improved access for consumers to
information on their rights under EU legislation.
The website contains sections on a number of key
consumer issues as well as a contact form through
which consumers can seek further advice or lodge
a complaint. The website is updated daily with news
stories that may be of particular interest to consumers.
We aim to ensure that ECC Ireland’s website acts
as a useful and informative resource for consumers.
We, further, aim to provide consumers with an easily
accessible means of lodging a complaint or seeking
further information. To this end, we are preparing
an improved complaint form for the website, which
will allow consumers to provide greater detail in
submitting their complaints and queries. This in turn
will allow us to respond to consumers more quickly
and efficiently.

ECC Ireland website – www.eccireland.ie.

Social Media

Online Advertising

ECC Ireland is committed to building a strong social
media presence. Our Twitter profile continues to thrive.
In 2013, we increased our followers to 469, with the
European Commissioner for Consumer Policy Neven
Mimica among these. This represents an increase
of 101% in our number of followers for 2012.

In December 2013, we ran an online marketing
campaign with the website pigsback.com. This
allowed us to generate more traffic for the new
website, particularly in the run-up to Christmas
when many consumers might be seeking information
on their rights. The campaign ran for two weeks
and yielded a 90% increase in the number of
visitors to the website.

Twitter has proved a useful means of reaching a wide
audience of both consumers and the media. We
regularly post links to articles, press releases,
eBulletins and other items from ECC Ireland’s website.
In addition, we occasionally post links to consumer
news and interest stories. We have built a strong media
following on Twitter and in 2013 were contacted by
several journalists to follow up on stories posted to
our account.

eBulletin
In 2013, ECC Ireland continued to issue a monthly
eBulletin focusing on a particular consumer topic.
The eBulletin allows us to examine a topic in more
detail, highlighting applicable legislation and usually
illustrating its application by way of a consumer
query of the month, which is generally themed around
the eBulletin topic. It also includes a monthly success
story as an example of the benefit to consumers of
our services. The eBulletin is themed around topical
news or discussion for each month and as a result
frequently gives rise to media enquiries and interviews.
In 2013, we began using a new distribution tool for
the eBulletin. This new tool (Mailchimp) allows us
to present information in a clearer and more attractive
layout, as well as providing an easy and efficient
means of managing our subscribers and mailing lists.
Our total number of subscribers for the eBulletin
amounted to 1,648 at year’s end.

Publications
ECC Ireland was very active in preparing and
distributing publications in 2013. We worked alongside the Dublin branch of Enterprise Europe Network
and its host organisation Dublin Chamber of Commerce
to develop a Leaflet for Traders. This was intended as
a guide for traders seeking to sell online and provided
information on their obligations under relevant EU
legislation. The leaflet was jointly launched by ECC
Ireland and Dublin Chamber with an event in July
and received significant media attention.
In addition, we supplied information leaflets on
request to Europe Direct centres around the country
and prepared mailouts of publications to Citizens’
Information offices. ECC Ireland’s annual report
for 2012 was distributed to national stakeholders
as well as several throughout the EU.
ECC Ireland had an insert in national phonebooks,
both printed and online, and also in the Institute
of Public Administration’s yearbook and diary.

Cover of Traders leaflet
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Working Together

Introduction

Cooperation Ireland

ECC Ireland is part of ECC-Net, a panEuropean network present in 30 European
countries, comprising all of the EU Member
States, as well as Norway and Iceland. Being
part of the Network allows us to address
consumer problems right across the EU
internal market and beyond, thus building
confidence among consumers and encouraging
cross-border consumer transactions. At a
national level, ECC Ireland enjoys partnerships with key consumer policy stakeholders,
ensuring an effective exchange of information
and maximising the resources available for
problem solving in key issues of consumer
concern.

Irish Presidency

Commissioner for Health and Consumers,
Tonio Borg, with representatives of ECC-Net
and the European Commission at Dublin
Castle, Cooperation Day 2013.

2013 was a very active year for cooperation, at both
national and EU level, as Ireland held the Presidency
of the European Council during the first half of the
year. This meant that ECC Ireland hosted Cooperation
Day, the annual meeting of ECC-Net, which formed
part of the official calendar of the Irish Presidency
and took place on May 22 and 23.
A planning meeting for Cooperation Day was held
in January 2013 and attended by ECCs Denmark,
Sweden and Finland, as well as Madame Marie-Paule
Benassi, Head of Unit, B5 Enforcement and European
Consumer Centres of the European Commission, DG
Health and Consumers.
Cooperation Day took place in the European Parliament
Information Office in Ireland and in Dublin Castle.
Its major themes were Alternative Dispute Resolution
(ADR), with international experts discussing the
new legislative package on ADR and Online Dispute
Resolution (ODR). For the first time Cooperation Day
was open to the wider public as the Department
of Jobs, Enterprise and Innovation requested that
we provide time for discussion of ADR and ODR,
and ECC Ireland presented a research report on ADR
in Ireland which had been commissioned by the
Department for the Irish Presidency. This part of Cooperation Day was attended by national stakeholders
in ADR and ODR.
The event was formally opened by Richard Bruton
TD, Minister for Jobs, Enterprise and Innovation,
and the Health and Consumers Commissioner, Tonio
Borg, delivered the keynote speech.
Cooperation Day also focussed on improvements
to the IT Tool, the shared databased used by ECCNet to encode complaints received from European
consumers, and the role of ECC-Net under the
Services Directive.
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European Commission Representation
ECC Ireland continued its cooperation with the
European Commission Representation in Ireland
during 2013.
ECC Ireland’s Director met with the new Head of
Communications at the Commission Representation
to brief him on our work. ECC Ireland was featured
in public information materials prepared by the
Commission Representation relating to EU services
in Ireland.
We continued our long standing media cooperation
whereby ECC Ireland provides interviews on topics
of consumer interest for release to national and local
media by the Commission Representation Press Office.

Launch of the Top Tips for Selling Online Leaflet,
pictured are Gina Quinn, CEO of Dublin Chamber
and Ann Neville, Director of ECC Ireland.

Europe Direct

Enterprise Europe Network

Europe Direct is a network of local information centres
that distribute information and advice about the
European Union’s policies, promoting local and
regional debate about the European Union, and
giving the public the opportunity to send feedback
to the European Union institutions. It is represented
in Ireland via a network of nine centres.

The Enterprise Europe Network is an EU-funded
network which provides advice and assistance to small
companies, helping them to take advantage of
business opportunities within the European Single
Market. 2013 for the first time offered ECC Ireland,
as part of the wider ECC-Net, the opportunity to work
with business through the new objective agreed by
the European Commission and the Member States
that ECCs should collaborate with traders to enhance
their compliance with consumer protection laws.

ECC Ireland actively collaborated with the Europe
Direct Network in 2013. We launched our Annual
Report in the Tubbercurry Europe Direct office in
Sligo and held a European Year of Citizens event
in the Letterkenny Europe Direct office.
We also held a schools’ competition to celebrate
Europe Day which was run jointly with Blanchardstown
Europe Direct.
This Europe Day activity was funded by the Department of Foreign Affairs, with the money received
used to pay for the competition prizes.

With this in mind ECC Ireland produced a leaflet
aimed at informing traders of their obligations to
consumers under EU and national law when they
sell online. At national level the leaflet also aimed to
encourage Irish traders to sell online as in 2013 only
23% of Irish traders had functioning ecommerce
websites.
The leaflet was jointly launched by ECC Ireland and
Dublin Chamber of Commerce, host structure of the
Leinster Enterprise Europe Network Office.
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The Consumer Council for Northern Ireland
ECC Ireland is a member of the North-South
Consumer Stakeholders Group which meets every
year to exchange information about consumer policy
initiatives and relevant issues on both sides of the
border. This group is made up of consumer
organisations from both sides of the border in Ireland
and includes ECCs Ireland and UK, the Department
of Jobs, Enterprise and Innovation, the National
Consumer Agency, the Consumers’ Association of
Ireland, the Consumer Council for Northern Ireland,
Trading Standards and the Belfast Consumer Advice
Service.
ECC Ireland ran a joint event with the Consumer
Council for Northern Ireland on cross-border shopping
rights hosted by the Letterkenny Europe Direct and
attended by consumers from both sides of the Border.
The event was opened by Pat the Cope Gallagher
MEP and included speakers from Trading Standards
Northern Ireland and the European Commission
Representation, as well as staff from ECC Ireland
and the Consumer Council.

The European Movement
ECC Ireland is a member of the European Movement
Ireland. It is a not-for-profit organisation that seeks
to raise awareness at national level of the EU, and
campaigns for Irish people to get involved with the
European Union and by doing so, help shape it.
ECC Ireland participates in joint campaigns with the
European Movement and in 2013 we contributed
to their Blue Star programme. This is a programme
aimed at primary school pupils and their teachers
(pupils aged 4-12) to introduce them to the EU
and its objectives. In 2013 this programme had
a consumer aspect organised by ECC Ireland, as part
of our outreach to young consumers. We designed
and printed 200 posters for schools, highlighting the
protections offered by European consumer legislation.
Each school participating in the competition received
a copy of the poster. The campaign was launched by
the Minister for European Affairs in November 2013.
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ECC Ireland poster on consumer rights
for the Blue Star Programme.

Cooperation Europe
During 2013 ECC Ireland played an active role in ECCNet, attending network meetings and participating
fully in the activities of ECC-Net.

Ann Neville, Director ECC Ireland with Pat the
Cope Gallagher MEP and Liam Aylward, MEP.

Cover of the Services Directive Report.

ECC Ireland was active in research during the year,
leading the ECC-Net Joint Project on the Services
Directive. The report, Enhanced Consumer Protection
– the Services Directive 2006/123/EC. Analysis
of Article 20.2 and Article 21 related consumer
complaints reported to ECC-Net between 2010 and
2012 focussed on the principle of non-discrimination
by nationality and place of residence of the consumer
and highlighted instances of breaches of this principle,
in particular among online traders. The report was
produced by a working group made up of staff from
ECCs Austria, Italy (Bolzano), Spain, the UK and the
UK European Consumer Centre for Services (ECCS)
and was led by ECC Ireland. The report was launched
in Bolzano by Herbert Dorfmann MEP, and speakers
represented the Working Group, the regional authority
in South Tyrol and the European Parliament and
Commission, as well as members of local industry.
ECC Ireland was a member of the Working Group
for the ECC-Net report on Fraud in cross-border
e-commerce led by ECC Lithuania. The report
presented the problems reported by individual
consumers to ECC-Net, highlighting the problems
and risks faced by consumers when shopping online
and offering practical advice on how to recognise and
avoid scams. The report was launched in Vilnius with
a seminar on online fraud hosted by Mykolas Romeris
University at which ECC Ireland’s Assistant Legal
Adviser gave a presentation on online fraud.
During 2013 ECC Ireland continued its close relationship with ECC UK. ECC UK is our most important
partner in ECC-Net, with 60% of complaints received
from Irish consumers relating to traders based in the
UK. ECC Ireland’s Assistant Legal Adviser and Dispute
Resolution Adviser attended the Trading Standards
Institute Annual Conference, assisting ECC UK in
staffing their information stand at the event. This
conference is the largest consumer policy event in the
UK and is attended by all the consumer protection
stakeholders in Britain and Northern Ireland.
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ECC-Net Study Visits
ECC Ireland hosted a study visit from our colleagues
in ECC Spain. The visit focussed on case handling
and air passenger rights.
ECC Ireland visited the Czech Republic and the
emphasis was on case handling and PR and
Marketing, activities in which this ECC excels.

Susan Dowling, Dispute Resolution Adviser,
and Lynnsey Delaney, Assistant Legal Adviser,
ECC Ireland at Trading Standards Institute
Annual Conference.

ECC Ireland also visited Lithuania. The number of
consumer complaints shared with ECC Lithuania has
been continuously growing since 2009. In addition
to the study visit ECC Ireland attended a conference
on consumer policy held in Mykolas Romeris
University, Vilnius, to mark European Consumer
Day and ECC Ireland staff gave a presentation on
e-commerce in Ireland.

ECC Ireland’s Director also attended a training course
hosted by ECC UK on travel law and attended by
ECCs Sweden, Denmark, Norway and the Netherlands.
ECC Ireland’s Director met with two MEPs, Pat the
Cope Gallagher and Liam Aylward to discuss the work
of ECC Ireland and the problems Irish consumers
experience. The meeting took place in the European
Parliament in Strasbourg. Arising out of this meeting
Pat the Cope Gallagher agreed to participate in ECC
Ireland’s European Year of Citizens Event.

Study visit to ECC Czech Republic
– Pictured are Caroline Curneen, PR and Marketing Manager and Lynnsey Delaney, Assistant Legal
Adviser with staff from ECC Czech Republic.
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Events 2013

Legal Opinion and Feedback

ECC Ireland attended the following events
in 2013:

ECC Ireland contributed to the following
consultations in 2013:

Training courses:

•

Department of Transport, Tourism and Sport’s
consultation on the European Commission’s
proposal for a Regulation amending Regulations
(EC) No. 261/2004 and (EC) No. 2027/97.

•

Response to the Department of Jobs, Enterprise
and Innovation on the Consultation on the
Implementation of Directive 2011/83/EU
on Consumer Rights.

•

Response to an assessment of the impacts
of the legal choices made by Member States
in implementing the Consumer Credit Directive,
consultation carried out for DG SANCO.

•

Evaluation of a national information campaign
on consumer credit launched by DG SANCO.

•

Evaluation of the Your Europe Portal.

•

CPC Priorities ECC – Questionnaire for DG
SANCO.

•

Response to DG Justice consultation on the
application of the European Small Claims
Procedure.

•

Response to the Department of Jobs, Enterprise
and Innovation on the EU proposed Directive
on damages actions in anti-trust cases.

•

Review of the Consumer Protection Cooperation
(CPC) Regulation (2006/2004/EC).

Cross-Border Mediation Course, ERA course
Annual Conference in Consumer Law, ERA course

Other events:
• Conference on consumer policy held
in Mykolas Romeris University, Vilnius
• Celebration of the twentieth anniversary
of the Single Market, Strasbourg
• ECC-Net PR and Marketing meeting, Sweden
• European Information Exchange Group meeting,
made up of SOLVIT, Enterprise Europe Network,
Your Europe, Fin-Net, the European Commission
Representation in Ireland, and the European
Judicial Network, and hosted by the Commission
Representation
• Launch of the Dublin Dispute Resolution Centre
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European Consumer Centre ireland

People
staff
Ann Neville
Director

Juan Bueso
Legal Adviser

Lynnsey Delaney
Assistant Legal Adviser
(up to 10/13)

Grace Duffy
Press & Communications Officer,
Dispute Resolution Adviser
(from 12/13)

Susan Dowling
Dispute Resolution Adviser

Anna Heryan
Dispute Resolution Adviser

Caroline Curneen
		Art Foley
PR and Marketing Manager /
		Dispute Resolution Adviser
Dispute Resolution Adviser
		(11/13 & 12/13)
(up to 10/13)
Assistant Legal Adviser (from 10/13)
Emma Byrne
Administrator / Services
Directive Adviser

Board of Directors
Dermott Jewell, Chairman CEO, Consumers’ Association of Ireland
Brona Carton European Commission, Food & Veterinary Office
Josette Cuthbert Regional Coordinator, Citizens Information Board
Cathal O’Gorman (up to 09/13) Consumer Policy Section, Department of Jobs, Enterprise & Innovation
Paul Brennan (from 09/13) Consumer Policy Section, Department of Jobs, Enterprise & Innovation
John Shine Director of Commercial Practices, National Consumer Agency

Student Work Placements
Barbara Miguel Law graduate 01/13 – 04/13
Art Foley Law graduate 05/13 – 07/13
Kieron Bonomally, Law graduate 08/13 – 10/13
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Laura Cullivan Law graduate 02/13
Marianne Eluere Law graduate 05/13 – 08/13
Cliona Martyn, Law graduate 08/13 – 10/13

